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Intro to your muscles

Do you know what helps 

you to run, jump, swim, or 

even just raising your 

arm? It’s all your muscles 

work! Without your 

muscles, you can almost 

do nothing! So if you want 

to learn more about your 

muscles, see the next page!



Types of muscles
We all know muscles help us move now, but you 

might ask, is there any kinds? Does one kind all 

stay on one place? The answer is all yes! Well done, 

there are 3 types of muscles, the skeletal muscles 

which makes bones move; smooth muscles, mostly 

in organs; cardiac muscles that make up the heart. 

Isn’t that cool? Next we are going to tell you more 

about the skeletal muscles! Yay!



Skeletal muscles 

Now, we are going to know more about the skeletal 

muscles . The skeletal muscles is called voluntarily 

muscles because people control their skeletal muscles. 

Skeletal muscles connect to bones in the body, the 

muscles work in pairs to move bones. To be shorter, one 

muscle squeezes. To become longer, the other muscle rests. 

This is the skeletal system, next, we are going to know 

more about the smooth muscles! Amazing!



Smooth muscles 

Smooth muscles mostly live in organs. The stomach 

muscles mix up food and then turn it into soup. Then, 

other smooth muscles push food waste through 

intestines. That waste comes out as poop. Also, smooth 

muscles push blood through the body. They too, force 

air in and out of the lungs. Next we are going to learn 

more about the cardiac muscles! Wow! 



Cardiac muscles 
Our heart beats every second of every 

day. That is all because of the cardiac 

muscles. The muscles is inside the 

heart, it squeezes to push blood out. 

When it rests, the blood could come 

in. This is a diagram! On the next 

page there is 3 work outs for you to 

do!





Fact page 
• The heart pumps 2,000 gallons (7571 litters)of blood 

each day! 

• The eyes move by six muscles! 

• The eye muscles move more than 100,000 times each day! 

• There are more than 600 muscles in the body! 

• About 85% of body heat is created by muscles! 

• A muscle fiber can be thinner than a human hair!



Hurt muscles 
You can easily heart your skeletal muscles . Every muscle 

is made out of many fibers. These fibers sometimes would 

pull apart, it is called a strain. The good news is that the 

body can fix the hurt muscles. It makes strong scar tissue 

to heal them.  

         How to treat a hurt muscle  

1. Rest 2. Ice 3. Compression 4. Elevation  

Use the word RICE to remember it!



Mighty muscles 

Almost nothing is done by 

your body without muscles! 

They pump blood and move the 

body. They also move food and 

push poop out of the back side. 

Wow, the muscular system is 

so AMAZING!!!


